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Executive Summary  
This second installment of our Newspapers 2.0 White Paper picks up 
where Part 1 left off — with a discussion of the changing dynamics of 
the classified marketplace. 

With newspaper circulation and revenue declines (analyzed in Part 1), 
has come a shift in classifieds from print to online. Indeed the same 
reasons that have driven the increased consumption of news content 
online have been responsible for the corresponding shift in classifieds. 
These reasons include relatively inexpensive and easy content 
distribution, younger generations’ affinity toward online media, and an 
interactive experience that provides all the advantages of online 
search and rich media.  

Compared with news, however, classified providers have found it 
easier to execute this shift because of the very nature of their content. 
Online news aggregators have built models on scraping and 
distributing disparate content sources, and similar models have 
developed in the online classified marketplace. But online classified 
providers have the additional ability to disintermediate their offline 
incumbents by providing platforms for a fragmented base of users to 
upload large volumes of content. Newspapers, by comparison, 
maintain a key part of the value chain because news aggregators rely 
on them as professional sources of content.  

The question is how can newspapers remain integral players in the 
classified value chain if it involves a new medium with different players 
and rules? These market dynamics are explored in the following pages. 
Rather than paid placement, the online classified marketplace has bred 
models built on new price points, contextual advertising, premium 
upgrades and the beginnings of pay-per-performance pricing.    

The third and final installment of this White Paper will be published in 
45 days and will continue the discussion of pay-for-performance 
models in classifieds. It will also focus on leveraging current sales 
forces to push paid search products with different price points to new 
and existing advertisers. In addition, we will provide conclusions 
derived from all three sections and recommendations gained from a 
hard analysis of the newspaper industry over the past year.  
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Key Findings  
The following is a summary of the key findings from this White Paper: 

• Classifieds represent the largest portion of print newspapers’ revenue stream, 
totaling US$16.6 billion in the United States in 2004 and US$17.3 billion in 
2005, according to Newspaper Association of America and Kelsey Group 
estimates. 

• Falling revenues in key classified categories across the industry (autos, jobs 
and real estate) have occurred in conjunction with online classified growth. 
Particularly harming to print classifieds has been Craigslist, which boasts 8 
million classified postings and 10 million users per month in more than 205 
cities and 35 countries. 

• The reasons for this shift include the attractive pricing models offered by 
Craigslist and other online players as well as the interactive experience, 
search ability and multimedia capabilities of online classifieds.  

• Online players have established these standards, and there is no going back.  
In order for newspapers to compete online, they have to play by rules that 
are at odds with decades-old business models and principles.   

• How then do newspapers and other media sources that rely on classified 
revenues compete in this new marketplace? One model under 
experimentation involves free classifieds that are monetized by premium 
upsells. The thought is that with free classifieds the marketplace expands 
and the pool of customers that represent upsell opportunities grows 
significantly.  

• Those that have tried to implement this model have faced challenges in 
upselling enough advertisers. Few newspapers have tried it 
wholeheartedly, however. Most think online classified strategies don’t yet 
produce margins great enough to risk cannibalizing a primary offline 
revenue stream. 

• As a result, other models have been developed that show more promise in 
sustainability and ability to offset falling print revenues. These are built on 
the principle that online classifieds can offer supplementary price points to 
bring in new business and incremental revenues.   

• Classified aggregator LiveDeal has grown significantly by employing a 
contextualized advertising strategy that places targeted ads around its 
classified listings. This has allowed LiveDeal to diversify from a revenue 
model based only on paid upsells and commissions to a cost-per-action 
model that utilizes targeted advertising inventory. 

• Opportunities also await newspapers that can utilize their offline strengths 
and provide rich online experiences superior to that of Craigslist. 
Newspaper Web sites have traditionally faltered in providing robust 
mapping, search, e-commerce functionality, support, user protection, 
user-generated content and social media. The good news is that Craigslist 
and many online classified players have also stumbled in some of these 
areas. Combining newspapers’ traditional strengths (editorial content, 
trusted local branding, etc.) with development in these functional areas 
can supplant Craigslist and other players seeking a share of the online 
classified market.  
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• This needs to happen fast, however, as Microsoft and Google are quickly 
moving into online classifieds with rich functionality in all of the above 
areas. Microsoft’s Windows Live Expo classified marketplace will attempt 
to synergize many of the company’s recent online initiatives that fall 
under the banner of Windows Live. Google Base will meanwhile provide a 
free online marketplace in classified verticals that will be tied to its 
pervasive AdWords paid search platform, offering advertisers the 
compelling option of bidding on keywords to drive clicks to their listings.  

• Pay-for-performance pricing is starting to be seen in classifieds, and some 
newspaper publishers such as The Washington Post have expressed to The 
Kelsey Group an interest in building models around it. Part 3 of this White 
Paper will begin with a discussion of pay-for-performance pricing and will offer 
a prescriptive analysis of sustainable models for news and classified 
distribution in this new competitive environment.  
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Competing With a New Class of Classifieds 
Classifieds typically represent the largest portion of print newspapers’ revenue 
stream, totaling US$16.6 billion in the United States in 2004 and US$17.3 billion 
in 2005, according to Newspaper Association of America and Kelsey Group 
estimates. The paid placement model that brings in these margins, however, is 
under attack from online classified services that offer free listings or aggregate 
many listings in a local market.  

At the NAA’s annual meeting in San Francisco in April 2005, executives of 
consulting firm McKinsey & Co. projected that newspapers could lose 9 percent, or 
US$4 billion, in classified revenues by 2007 as a direct result of this competition. 
This shift is happening for the same reason many other forms of content continue 
to move online: It’s cheaper for the advertiser or producer to distribute content on 
the Internet, and the user experience in some cases is richer. 

“I think [classifieds] are moving online because they are better online than they 
are in print,” says Craig Donato, chief executive officer of classified aggregator 
Oodle. “You can put in a lot more content, virtual tours, and you’re going to have 
a much better experience. You don’t have to browse [but rather] search exactly 
what you’re looking for. As a result it’s just a superior experience because at the 
end of the day it’s about qualifying a purchase decision.” 

Leif Welch, vice president of business development for online classified platform 
provider AdMission Corp. (a company introduced in Part 1 of this report), believes 
the interactive capabilities of the Web allow you to “create ads that are more 
dynamic, more engaging and take advantage of multimedia capabilities, such as 
pictures, logos, audio and video, to create something that is a much better 
consumer experience and provides more information right up front. There is also 
the element of delivering a consumer payoff. You can give [users] something to 
do within that ad — either get a coupon or conduct e-commerce.” 

Posing a significant threat to traditional newspaper classifieds is online provider 
Craigslist, which boasts 8 million classified postings and 10 million users per 
month in more than 205 cities and 35 countries. The site derives revenues from 
employment listings in its three biggest markets — Los Angeles, New York City 
and San Francisco — and from real estate listings in New York City.  

Bob Cauthorn, former vice president of digital media at the San Francisco 
Chronicle’s SFGate.com, authored a report in December 2004 for market research 
firm Classified Intelligence. The report, titled “Competing With Craig,” estimates 
Craigslist’s revenues in the San Francisco Bay Area alone at between US$7 million 
and US$10 million. It also estimates Craigslist takes away US$50 million to US$65 
million from newspapers’ annual classified revenues in the Bay Area.  

Craig Who? 

Still, many in the newspaper industry are in the dangerous position of being 
unaware of this threat. In April 2005, Andrew Nachison and Dale Peskin of the 
Media Center at the American Press Institute presented an overhead slide of Craig 
Newmark, founder of Craigslist, to the audience of the American Society of 
Newspaper Editors’ annual convention in Washington, D.C. They asked the several 
hundred newspaper editors and other representatives in the room if they 
recognized Newmark’s face or name. A smattering of hands slowly rose, and only 
a few more went up at the mention of Craigslist.  
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Craigslist San Francisco Home Page 

 
Source: Craigslist (2006) 

The experiment showed that many newspapers at the time were not aware of this 
impending threat. Worse yet, they were uninformed about the online marketplace, 
where much of the competition for classified users is now happening. This has to 
change if newspapers want to be able to effectively vet the competitive landscape 
and identify technology partners with which to leverage their offline assets in the 
new online arena. Such partnerships have already begun to take form, as we will 
outline in this report, and will be a key step in competing for a share of the rapidly 
growing online classified market.  

A New Classified Model 

Early entrants to the online classified space have, for better or worse, established 
the competitive dynamics of the industry by offering free classifieds. There is no 
going back. To compete in this space, newspapers have to play by the same rules. 
In other words, their offline revenue model — charging for classifieds per word or 
line — will not work online where there are free alternatives. 

How then do newspapers and other media sources that rely on classified revenues 
compete with Craigslist? Some media channels feeling pressure from Craigslist 
have tried to build business models around free classifieds. Classified aggregator 
LiveDeal offers free classifieds that are monetized through a combination of 
premium listings, commissions in certain categories and contextualized advertising 
around its listings (described further below). In April LiveDeal surpassed US$5 
billion in merchandise on its site. Another example is Yahoo! Classifieds, which last 
year converted from fee-based private-party merchandise classifieds — US$7.95 
to US$9.95 per listing — to a free model meant to attract a higher volume of 
readers. Yahoo! hopes at least some of those readers will use the paid jobs, real 
estate/rentals, autos and pets classifieds. 
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“You’re going to have some categories that are free and some categories that are 
paid,” says Tom Mohr, president of Knight Ridder Digital. “The robust free 
categories begin to build true marketplaces with a lot of genuine use and 
engagement by consumers on a regular basis. Then when the day comes that a 
consumer wants to sell a house or hire somebody, they’re going to use the paid 
services.”  

AdMission’s Welch agrees. “What [newspapers] are trying to do is offer a cheaper 
free product where they’re not going to lose so much revenue directly but they’ll 
win back some consumers. And then hopefully that will translate into better 
advertising monetization opportunities for larger customers,” he says.  

How to Compete 

Though this type of model is innovative in its departure from the traditional print 
classified model, is it enough to succeed in the online marketplace? In other 
words, is making classifieds free in specific categories or for certain price 
thresholds enough to compete with free listings in the long run?  

If the answer is no, how then can newspapers make money by giving away 
classified listings? One model many players in the online classified space are 
considering involves offering premium upsells to a baseline service. In other 
words, every listing is free and includes a picture. Users who want to upgrade 
their listing with more pictures, video or priority placement must pay an extra fee. 

“I don’t think they will all be free, but I think that the default pricing and the 
default paradigm will be a basic online listing, and then it’s going to involve 
upgrades,” says Oodle’s Donato. “It’s a way for you to take that basic listing for 
free and put it in new places to merchandise it more effectively.” This model could 
also involve print promotions as an upsell, with the print medium including a 
premium selection of the larger online marketplace. In essence, it creates an 
additional channel for bringing in print classifieds (this will be discussed further in 
Part 3 of this report). 

The Sacramento Bee online (sacbee.com) also offers free classifieds with premium 
service upgrade options, as does The Denver Newspaper Agency, which uses 
classified Web site YourHub.com. “We encourage things like that — any way to 
create premium products and price them right,” says AdMission’s Welch.  

Knight Ridder Digital’s Mohr expresses a similar view. “We see the emergence of 
these free classified services as being ultimately a good thing,” he says. “The first 
thing we have to recognize is that by having created a free online marketplace, 
the marketplace expands dramatically. So the pool of customers from which you 
can upsell something grows significantly.” 

Some similar online efforts, however, have faced challenges in the medium’s early 
stages. Recycler.com, a Tribune Co.-owned online classified service whose offline 
counterpart has existed in the Los Angeles area for more than 30 years, launched 
in 2005 in 14 cities. It offers sellers several packages — for example, a free 50-
character headline, a 2,000-character description, one main photo and one 
additional photo listing for 14 days. Other packages offer such features as 
additional photos and e-commerce functionality for an extra fee.  

“We already have a number of free classifieds initiatives, so we really see what 
we’re doing with expanding Recycler online to other markets as another part of 
that,” Julianna Cole, Tribune Interactive & Classified’s vice president of 
merchandise and classified technology, told The Kelsey Group soon after 
Recycler.com launched. 
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The site has recently gone back to the drawing board, however, as it hasn’t been 
able to upsell enough advertisers. A classified and newspaper panel at the NAA’s 
marketing conference in February likewise agreed that this has been a challenging 
model to implement.  

Challenges of the Enhanced Placement Model 

A high bar has been set by other online classified companies, according to Rob 
Runett, former NAA director of electronic media communication (Runett left the 
NAA in April to become new product development manager for The Motley Fool). 
“Newspapers have to be able to be at that same level or better, so offering 
different service packages is something that they’re going to have to continue to 
work on because as their competitors offer more free stuff, people are going to 
expect that,” he says. “And if you don’t give it to them or give it to them at a price 
point that they expect, they’ll go elsewhere.” 

The pace at which free offerings advance is also an issue because it limits the 
amount of premium upsells that can be made available. In other words, as 
technologies become better and cheaper, allowing Craigslist and others to provide 
enhanced features for free, competitors’ premium upgrades become increasingly 
unattractive.  

“I would say that the base classified ad is going to be free, but the question is, 
what is the base classified ad?” says Mike Hogan, CEO of online coupon provider 
ZiXXo. “Because as we all compete in the market, the base classified ad will 
become a lot more complex. It’s already including images, and it’s soon going to 
start including video and [virtual] walk-throughs.”  

This may not be a disabling factor, however. A free classified service like Craigslist 
may choose not to offer certain enhancements because they involve a level of 
investment that doesn’t meet the company’s low overhead requirements. 
Craigslist has an 18-person staff and a bare-bones site design. The look and feel is 
as much strategic as it is economic and is in concert with the grassroots appeal 
that has largely fueled the site’s growth. 

Still, many publishers are hesitant to deploy free online classified strategies 
because they don’t yet produce margins great enough to risk cannibalizing a 
primary offline revenue stream. However, many online models are being 
developed and executed that can not only dodge this bullet but also bring in new 
business that otherwise would not advertise in print because it is prohibitively 
expensive. These models can, in other words, involve a supplementary price point 
on which to create incremental revenues. 

Alternative Monetization Strategies: Contextualizing Classifieds 

Even if premium upsells become limited as Craigslist and other providers slowly 
ratchet up their free feature sets, there are still other ways to make money via 
free classifieds. Text ads are growing in use and acceptance all over the Internet 
and have even proved to be a cash cow for Google. The search giant’s AdWords 
and AdSense programs have accounted for the majority of its revenues and triple-
digit growth over the past few years.  

There is no reason why this advertising contextualization can’t be applied to 
classifieds. In fact, because classifieds are already divided by merchandise 
category, they are well-suited to provide ads that finely target the reader. In other 
words, if someone is selling a large entertainment center, classified sites can 
advertise moving services or vans for rent. Likewise, someone searching for a new 
home would be a prime advertising target for mortgage brokers. 
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“If you have to go down to compete at this free level, you have to figure out what 
is the overall suite of services you can offer [users and advertisers],” says Runett. 
“What you need to do is think, what else could I potentially offer to this person 
who is posting an ad? Could it go beyond everyday stuff? Could we deliver 
products for a consumer that could potentially rent the use of delivery trucks to 
deliver products?” 

Classified aggregator LiveDeal has taken this strategy to heart by launching 
AdTarget, a proprietary platform that utilizes geographically and contextually 
targeted ad opportunities in and around its listings. AdTarget lets advertisers 
choose from a variety of placement options throughout the site. These include the 
LiveDeal home page, category pages (autos, pets, furniture, etc.) and item detail 
pages for merchandise that matches a store’s inventory (an opportunity to 
announce promotions on similar products). This allows national advertisers to 
drive customers into their local outlets by targeting specific geographies and by 
using consumers’ presence on LiveDeal as an indication of their intent to transact. 

LiveDeal Search Page 

 
Source: LiveDeal.com (2006) 

This has allowed LiveDeal to diversify from a revenue model based only on paid 
upsells and commissions from classified listings into a cost-per-action model that 
utilizes targeted advertising inventory. In February, the company signed a deal 
with Winstar in which the ad agency brokers targeted ad inventory throughout 
LiveDeal.com to national advertisers.   

The ad inventory around classified listings can in fact be valuable because 
clickthrough rates are known to be greater within specific vertical categories. The 
concept here is that a user who has navigated to a certain vertical (cars, jobs, real 
estate) or classified Web site is more likely to intend to transact than one who has 
looked for a product on a search engine (the general search user is probably 
conducting product research). 

Brian Hand, CEO of Internet retail platform ShopLocal.com, expressed these 
thoughts during an online shopping panel at The Kelsey Group’s Drilling Down on 
Local conference in March.  
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“Folks that come in via search tend to be earlier on in the purchase funnel. When 
you go to a vertical site, you tend to be farther down because you’ve got a pretty 
good idea of what you’re trying to purchase,” Hand said. “What you’re trying to 
decide at that point is who am I going to buy it from?”   

We expect LiveDeal and other online classified players to continue to create 
advertising platforms and networks that will better monetize the targeted ad 
opportunities throughout their sites. 
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Outperforming Craig 
Some of the things that have made Craigslist grow so rapidly also represent weak 
points on which newspapers and others in the classified industry can gain a 
competitive advantage. The site’s simple design and functionality, though 
strategically compliant with its grassroots, community-focused appeal, leave a 
great deal to be desired for users interested in more robust functionality. 

Mapping 

A mapping tool can be valuable in helping users spatially locate or get directions 
to apartments for rent, garage sales, cars for sale, meeting places or any other 
real-world destinations to which an online classified might lead them. Both Google 
and Yahoo! have integrated mapping technology into business directories in their 
respective local products (Google Local and Yahoo! Local). As described below, 
these companies are also beginning to integrate mapping functionality into online 
classifieds. For more on the online mapping space, see the March 1 Interactive 
Local Media Advisory, “Maps: Where Are We Now, Where Are We Going?”  

The convergence of mapping and classifieds has also been exhibited in the 
independent developer community. Last year Paul Rademacher, an animation 
tools technical leader at DreamWorks Animation, fused together Google’s mapping 
API and Craigslist’s real estate listings in his spare time. The mashup he created, 
Housingmaps.com, plucks real estate listings from Craigslist and overlays them on 
a Google Map to give users an overhead perspective of locations filtered into price 
categories. It even supplies pushpins — as Google Local does for business listings 
— that give specs such as price and sometimes a picture. The listings link back to 
their original Craigslist postings, so users can get more information if they choose.   

Housingmaps.com 

 
Source: Housingmaps.com (2006) 
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Anyone who has searched for a house or apartment can appreciate the value of 
such a tool. It serves users’ needs in an innovative yet simple way that should 
serve as a model to any online classified provider with a similar intention. 

More significantly, Google has developed a real estate vertical that it will likely tie 
in with Google Base, its classified and Web publishing platform (described below). 
In addition, online real estate start-up Zillow has received US$32 million in outside 
funding and a great deal of attention for its rich real estate mapping interface, 
which includes property values and high-resolution aerial photographs. The spate 
of recent online real estate activity also includes the launch of MyNewPlace, an 
apartment listing service that operates on a pay-for-performance model and offers 
a rich user experience featuring apartment layouts, photos and mapping. 

Zillow Home Page 

 
Source: Zillow.com (2006) 

These continuing product evolutions will drive the market toward geospatial 
housing search engines with pay-for-performance models for leads generated 
(through the site listings or directly through their map interfaces). This will 
substantially improve the consumer real estate experience and lead to higher real 
estate revenues for these online players. Online real estate ad spending is in fact 
expected to eclipse that of newspaper classifieds in the next four to five years. 
The NAA estimates the newspaper real estate classified market at US$4.6 billion in 
2005 and the total real estate advertising market at about US$11.5 billion. This 
will cut into print classified revenues in this category, unless newspapers can 
participate in the product evolution by bringing their existing classifieds online 
with rich mapping experiences. 

To a lesser extent, there is also the opportunity to build entirely new categories 
that combine traditional classifieds and mapping functionality. One natural fit is 
garage sales. A mapping engine that directs users to garage sales could receive 
significant weekend traffic and strengthen a newspaper’s classified brand online. 
This would only require that sellers enter information in a structured way that 
includes metadata such as address, items for sale and price points. The  
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information can then be dynamically placed on a map. Organizing the data in this 
fashion can create stickiness and build branding for online newspaper classifieds 
and can also add value to ad inventory, which can be monetized with contextual 
advertising (akin to LiveDeal’s strategy mentioned above). 

Search 

One area in which Craigslist (and many newspaper sites for that matter) is lacking 
is rich search functionality to surface relevant news and classified content. 

“Typically right now most newspapers have search engines that range in 
functionality anywhere from great to terrible,” says Terry Millard, president of 
search technology developer Planet Discover, which Gannett Co. recently acquired 
to strengthen its online search capabilities. “Just from getting information in there, 
and the taxonomy that they use, and how easy it is to find information, you name 
it — it’s all over the board.”  

One reason, Millard says, is that searchable data is sometimes stored in different 
silos: one for new articles, one for archived stories and yet another for classifieds. 
The data may then be divided even further into classified verticals (jobs, real 
estate, merchandise, etc.), each with its own search engine.  

“Newspapers have huge assets, and that’s the content, but they’re making it 
extremely difficult for that content to be found with all of these roadblocks,” says 
AdMission’s Welch. “If you want to go shopping for something, it’s one search 
engine and if you want to go look for jobs it’s yet another, and so what you end 
up having is a very fragmented search experience. It’s not very coherent, not very 
fast and you get no search results or very bad search results.”  

Welch adds that this is often due to the quality of the search technology (which is 
ultimately tied to the level of time and investment put into development), as well 
as the fact that a newspaper might use disparate search technologies throughout 
its Web site that don’t “talk” to one another. 

“It’s not very user friendly,” says Millard, whose Planet Discover combines strong 
search technology with better integration of content, allowing newspapers to 
aggregate their assets and improve the user experience.  

“What we’re doing is selling our technology to a newspaper to allow them to 
compete with Craigslist,” he says. “And so really what we can give the newspaper 
the opportunity to do is ‘out-local’ some of these other guys that are trying to get 
into their space.”  

E-Commerce 

Craigslist currently requires that the buyer and seller meet for a cash transaction, 
as e-commerce functionality isn’t built into the site. Offering such a solution, 
however, could entice users and advertisers alike.  

“Advertisers want the consumers to interact with them, so we provide them some 
tools, all within the ad,” says AdMission’s Welch. “This gives them more of a 
payoff and facilitates the conversation between buyer and seller.” AdMission’s 
software includes a transaction engine that utilizes PayPal as well as 
communication features for haggling over item prices.  

Peter Krasilovsky, president of technology and media consulting firm Krasilovsky 
Consulting, would agree. “The big trend is really moving from advertising to an e-
commerce model,” he said during a panel discussion on classifieds at TKG’s 2005 
Drilling Down conference. “We saw it with eBay with the ‘buy it now’ [function] in 
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their auctions. If you can get into the actual deal, you’re better off than selling 
your classified advertising.” 

This not only serves the user with an additional tool to easily make a transaction 
but it also improves tracking by providing a direct link between a classified ad and 
a conversion. An offline conversion by comparison is harder to track, making it 
more difficult to determine the overall success of a classified source. Similarly, 
tracking is a key underpinning of a pay-for-performance model and is therefore an 
important element for any provider that wishes to implement such pricing within a 
classified model. Interest in this type of model is in fact building in the industry 
and will be explored in Part 3 of this report.  

Support 

Support structure is another important area in which Craigslist, eBay and some 
other online classified services show weakness. This generally isn’t an issue for 
inexpensive merchandise. For verticals such as cars, real estate and jobs, 
however, advertisers are more interested in quality postings and reliable customer 
support. Providing this support will attract higher-margin end users from within 
these verticals who will be more likely to upgrade to available premium services. 
These can include large quantities of digital pictures, video, priority placement in 
search results and links to a seller’s other classified listings.  

User Protection 

Community feedback is one of Craigslist’s strengths, but it can be done better. 
Comments about a classified ad that relate to the seller, item or any other 
relevant information can only be viewed as a separate post and can easily be 
missed on Craigslist. Instead we recommend a forum in which comments are 
appended to the original post. This allows users to provide useful information to 
the community about the item in question and seller reliability.  

“That’s the problem I have with Craigslist; it’s anonymous,” says Garry Wiseman, 
product unit manager of Microsoft. “There is no way to build a reputation around 
your profile or persona. It’s often the case that I hear varied stories of great 
success on Craigslist, but then I also hear stories where someone never showed 
up to transact. I can’t come back for the community’s sake and say, ‘Hey, this guy 
never showed up.’ ” 

A feedback system that tells users about the successes or failures of past 
transactions can also be valuable in preventing those with fraudulent or malicious 
intentions to operate unchecked. The feedback system on eBay, for example, is a 
powerful tool for regulating fraud and misconduct among buyers and sellers. 
Similarly, a company launched last year called Opinity enables auction, classified, 
forum, gaming, relationship and social networking sites to set up feedback 
systems. Such tools can give users valuable information to make smart decisions 
in a safe environment, while increasing buyer confidence and site traffic. 

User-Generated Content 

Community interaction through user-generated content can also thrive in a 
classified environment and drive traffic at a hyper-local level. Backfence.com, 
introduced in Part 1 of this report, employs this concept by offering a forum for 
users to register and post information, reviews and blogs to develop a voice and 
credibility within the community. 

“[Users] are going to have an ownership in the site because they’re going to be 
posting information, reading information, and as a result they are going to see 
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those ads [and] turn to those ads and classifieds on a regular basis,” says Susan 
DeFife, Backfence’s cofounder, president and CEO.  

Backfence recently took over Bay Area hyper-local site Bayosphere, which was 
founded by Dan Gillmor, a longtime proponent of user-generated content and 
community journalism. This move will allow Backfence to extend its hyper-local 
strategy from the suburbs of Washington, D.C., to communities in the San 
Francisco Bay Area — a natural fit for a site dependent on a technically savvy and 
comfortable community user base (Craigslist was founded on such a user base 
and continues to thrive). 

Rather than having to convert from the legacy classified model of a traditional 
newspaper, Backfence has started off with a free basic ad and listing model that 
includes premium upgrades. Personal classifieds are free, while business 
classifieds and enhanced Yellow Pages listings are US$50 and US$10 per month, 
respectively. 

“Clearly people love free classifieds, and that’s why we did it,” says Backfence 
cofounder and ex-Washington Post new-media pioneer Mark Potts. “It drives 
traffic. Craig has proven that.”  

Social Search 

Social media and community have garnered a great deal of attention over the past 
six months — both in new businesses receiving funding and in the efforts of 
existing local media companies to add such layers to their content. Social search 
is built on utilizing the power of people and trust within certain communities to 
deliver relevant search results and content.   

Yahoo! lately has led this charge with the development or acquisition of platforms 
that enable users to create online communities where they rate and tag content 
for other members. Examples include the Flickr photo-sharing service and 
Del.icio.us, a social-tagging and bookmarking site. On a more local level, sites 
such as Insider Pages, Yelp and Judy’s Book have all brought this concept to 
online directories that are built on user ratings and reviews. 

Not only does this utilize users to do the “heavy lifting” of indexing various types 
of content (particularly valuable with pictures and video content), but it also 
infuses an element of trust and relevance into the organization of information for 
people who consider themselves members of various communities or groups, 
based on similar geography, interests or professional tracks. 

“My brother is a motorcycle enthusiast and there is a certain language that they 
use when they talk about selling and buying that only they can relate to,” said 
Michael Bazely, senior Web editor for the San Jose Mercury News/Knight Ridder, 
during a classified panel at this year’s Drilling Down conference. “It is a 
community of people that have a shared interest, and the same thing happens in 
the Berkeley [California] Parents Network. It starts out as a community of 
parents, so there is an implicit trust when it comes to asking people for 
recommendations about things related to parenting.” 

This concept has relevance for local newspaper Web sites because the online 
medium enables user contribution. If harnessed properly it can drive traffic, 
increase trust and relevance, and expand advertising inventory and opportunities. 
We will explore social search further in a White Paper later this year.  
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Google and Microsoft Weigh In 

In the past six months, both Google and Microsoft have made potentially 
disruptive moves into the classified space with products that take many of the 
above variables to heart.  

Windows Live Expo 
Microsoft’s Windows Live Expo classified marketplace will attempt to synergize 
many of the company’s recent online initiatives that fall under the banner of 
Windows Live. These include classifieds, community, chat, maps and 
personalization. For example, the Windows Live Local mapping engine, which 
features “bird’s eye” perspective, is integrated into Expo, so users listing 
something for sale can enter their address to appear on a map for classified 
search results, in the same way businesses show up on maps in certain local 
search engines. This will be especially valuable in the rental and real estate 
verticals and will likely enable the creation of interesting mashups, such as finding 
garage sales as mentioned above.  

Windows Live Expo Home Page 

 
Source: Microsoft (2006) 

MSN Messenger is also integrated with Expo, so buyers and sellers can converse 
about items for sale. With Messenger and MSN Spaces (Microsoft’s blogging 
service) classified items can be listed and represented by an icon on an individual 
blog or Messenger window in addition to being picked up, indexed and listed on 
the Expo main site.  

“For us it’s just about leveraging our strengths. We have a huge community that 
we tap into, which is why we felt good to become a destination site. We have the 
Messenger and Hotmail communities, which are huge,” says Microsoft’s Wiseman. 
“So for us it was more a matter of making sure we had a place for these people to 
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come through. We have a lot of traffic, a luxury we have from the network 
because of this preexistence.” 

This advantage is significant, with 205 million people signed up for Messenger and 
40 million for MSN Spaces, which has received average monthly traffic of 6.25 
million users over the past year and a half. 

Another key part of the product is its social, or community, dimension. As 
mentioned above, this can inject a great deal of trust into a classified 
environment. Sellers on Expo can make listings public or limit them to social 
groups they have created.  

“We set out to make sure it’s very easy to create a listing in 60 seconds or less, so 
it’s a very user-friendly UI,” says Wiseman. “The second goal is that it’s very local, 
so you can list items down to the street address as well as the ZIP code, which 
lends itself to rich mapping experiences. And the third goal is to integrate social 
networking in order to have elevated levels of trust.” Expo users can designate the 
people who view their listings and decide to only see items from within their social 
network or instant messenger buddy list.   

Expo will be free at the onset but may charge to create listings in certain 
categories as Craigslist does. Interestingly, the company will also look to partner 
with newspapers to distribute their classified content online and also feed back 
certain content.  

This opens up an upsell opportunity among Expo sellers who would like to upgrade 
to a print listing. In such a scenario, Microsoft’s print media partner would get the 
listing — gaining a new source of classified business — and would share the 
revenues with Microsoft. This represents another key revenue-generating area for 
print newspapers that will be explored in Part 3.  

Google Base  
Google has also jumped into the classified pool with Google Base. It has yet to 
make a significant splash because it is still developing and introducing the many 
moving parts that will make up the overall product. These include individual 
vertical products such as autos and real estate. With the vertical engines, sellers 
can tag listings with a set of metadata that vary across categories (location, price, 
make, model, age, etc.) so they can be properly indexed for search and mapping.  

But Google Base will also be much more freewheeling than a series of vertical 
experiences. The product was originally introduced as “Google's database into 
which you can add all types of content.” This means users will be able to list any 
object or service (within its terms of use), although the main classified verticals 
will be where the monetization opportunities lie for Google. The product is still in 
beta mode, and Google is tight-lipped about its plans to launch the full version.  

Base is a significant step for Google because it will cross the line from being an 
entity that crawls and indexes the Web to become an actual content publisher. 
More significant is the potential for Google to considerably disrupt the classified 
and directory industries, given its reach, traffic and ability to tie together Base 
with its many other online properties, such as mapping, local and shopping 
(Froogle). It will also integrate an electronic payment system akin to PayPal. 

“I think it is most significant in that it really shows that Google is becoming a 
publisher and Google Base can be equally used to display a Yellow Pages listing as 
well as a classifieds listing, and that is extremely significant to anyone in the 
Yellow Pages publishing or classifieds business,” Oodle’s Donato told TKG following 
Google Base’s introduction late last year.   
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Google Base Home Page 

Source: Google (2006) 

The product’s introduction also included the phrase “We'll host your content and 
make it searchable online for free.” This is telling of Google’s strategy for Base 
and further illustrates its disruptive potential. Free listings combined with Google’s 
reach could disintermediate the classified industry to an even greater degree than 
Craigslist has been able to do.  

As we predicted in the Nov. 3, 2005, issue of Local Media Journal, Google 
announced in early May the integration of AdWords with Base. Anyone publishing 
information or classifieds on Base can now bid on keywords via AdWords to drive 
traffic to their listings. It’s a compelling option for advertisers and publishers that 
also increases Google’s potential pool of search marketers — a highly competitive 
space in which Google is trying to protect a leading market share (see the May 18 
ILM Advisory, “Search Wars: Microsoft and Yahoo! Strike at Google’s Leading SEM 
Position”). 

“If I want to post a classifieds ad and ask myself what tools I really have to 
promote that ad, gosh, if I can pay 25 cents per click and get it integrated into 
Google search pretty aggressively, that’s pretty compelling,” Donato said. This 
could eventually move beyond cost-per-click to integrate click-to-call functionality 
that utilizes the company’s voice-enabled IM platform, Google Talk. This would be 
similar to eBay’s strategy of integrating its newly acquired Skype VoIP platform 
into its online classified and auction listings.  

On the other side of the coin, Google could eventually convert larger Google Base 
sellers (high-traffic generators) to its AdSense publisher network, which utilizes 
untapped advertising inventory throughout the Web. In this case, sellers’ pages 
could include Google ads that are contextualized to the content (classifieds or 
otherwise) they have published on that page — similar to LiveDeal’s strategy.  

This is mostly speculative, but we believe it is a direction in which the company is 
headed. It is too early to tell what Google will do, but many signs point to these 
types of opportunities. The company also continues to launch vertical classified 
engines as mentioned above that will no doubt be tied into Google Base and fire a 
resounding shot in the battle for online classified market share.  

“Certainly a bomb has been dropped,” said Donato.  
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Aggregators 

A crop of online players has emerged within the past year to search and pool 
listings of disparate online classified sources and offer users one-stop shops for 
local classifieds. Examples are Oodle, which is available in 105 cities and 197 
college communities, including Chicago, Dallas, Miami, Philadelphia and San 
Francisco; Indeed, an employment classified aggregator that pools more than 500 
job sites, newspapers and company career pages; and LiveDeal (discussed 
previously in this report).  

The upside for newspapers and some classified destination sites is that 
aggregators are additional distribution sources. In other words, the more points of 
entry to their classifieds, the more traffic they will receive.  

Oodle Home Page 

Source: Oodle (2006) 

However, some classified providers fear aggregators will supplant the original 
classified source as a destination site and in effect profit from its content of that 
source. For this reason Craigslist in late 2005 blocked Oodle from “scraping” its 
ads and presenting them on Oodle.com.  

Newspapers also fear aggregators will dilute their site traffic by providing a 
backdoor to their listings. If users are channeled directly to individual classifieds  
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via aggregators, they aren’t using the newspaper’s or destination site’s front page 
and search function, along which they browse ads and other content.  

However, many industry players and watchers, including The Kelsey Group, are 
bullish on this concept and feel the overall benefits outweigh the costs.  

“Our strategy is based on a philosophy of abundance and not scarcity, and we 
believe that the presence of aggregators in the marketplace expands our 
distribution and [allows] more consumers to get to us,” said Knight Ridder 
Digital’s Mohr.  

AdMission’s Welch also sees opportunities for newspapers to use aggregators as 
an additional distribution channel along the same lines that RSS has traditionally 
done for content. “Newspapers can take advantage of this, and we can help 
them,” he says. “They need to in this new world where distribution is a good 
thing, as long as you’re monetizing. They need to take advantages of all of the 
distribution vehicles.”  

There is also the opportunity to offer newspapers the ability to feed different 
versions of listings to aggregators so readers have the incentive to visit originating 
sites for enhanced listings or other valuable content. “You still want people to 
ultimately come back to your site. If you don’t give people a reason to come back, 
then they’ll just go to the aggregation site,” says Welch. “So I guess the challenge 
is how do you serve up enough information to participate in the new ecosystem 
but not give away everything?” 

One way to do this, according to Welch, is to offer part of the information and lead 
consumers back to the classified source for the full set of data. “We can help 
[newspapers] in that we are good at distributing content and putting it in different 
form factors,” he says. “AdMission did just this for The Washington Post by porting 
their auto listings on their distribution partner site Cars.com — but not so much 
that consumers don’t need to come back to The Washington Post.”  

AdMission CEO Sarah Pate, who sat on a classified panel at this year’s Drilling 
Down conference, similarly expressed the value in partnering with newspapers. 
“We work with companies like The Washington Post to take what would normally 
be relatively abbreviated text-based ads and make them very interactive, very 
media rich. Then we package those up so they can be distributed through 
aggregation channels,” she said. 

The Washington Post Sets an Example 

The Washington Post has been particularly progressive in its online strategy and in 
partnering with Internet companies to bring its classifieds to new interactive 
channels. In late April, The Post formed a partnership with Oodle to host and 
provide classifieds for the paper’s newly launched Readexpress.com Web site. 
Express is a 500,000 circulation free daily metro that appeals to younger readers 
and commuters in the Washington, D.C., area, and this new Web site will 
represent its online footprint going forward.  

Oodle’s participation in the site will strengthen its classifieds. The aggregator 
claims to have more than 15 million listings from more than 55,000 sources 
across the categories of cars, real estate, apartments, jobs, merchandise, pets 
and tickets. Bringing in additional sources of content is an obvious advantage for 
newspapers. While it goes against everything on which their print models are 
built, newspapers are beginning to recognize that this strategic model for online 
classifieds serves users and provides additional monetization opportunities.  
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The Washington Post’s Readexpress.com 

 

Source: The Washington Post (2006) 

“If I’m looking for an Acura TL, and the newspaper only has three or four listings, 
both the paper and the consumer benefit from seeing extra sources of inventory,” 
says Oodle’s Donato. That creates an opportunity for someone like Oodle to 
provide value.” The company recently formed a similar partnership with Backpage, 
a division of Village Voice Media, to append its classifieds with links to Oodle’s 
aggregated listings.   

The Washington Post is also interested in applying more strategies to classifieds 
that have proved their worth in online areas, such as pay-for-performance pricing. 
This could represent a significant step forward that very few publishers have tried 
because of the cannibalization fears mentioned previously. Henry Tam, director of 
local product development for Washingtonpost.Newsweek Interactive, expressed 
these plans during a classified panel at this year’s Drilling Down conference.   

“We’re looking very closely at that model. In fact we rolled out a program in our 
automotive group to sell leads to dealers so we’re no longer selling advertising; 
we’re selling leads to dealers, and we’re also getting into the search engine 
marketing for dealers as well,” Tam said. “We’re talking to different vendors about 
rolling this out to other categories, and I think classifieds is a great category to 
start off with.” 

Stay Tuned: Pay for Performance Is the Future 
The next and final installment of this White Paper will pick up here — with a 
discussion of the models being established by newspapers and online players that 
are slowly driving toward pay-for-performance advertising. This involves both 
classifieds and paid local search that can be sold as part of an extended suite of 
advertising options through existing newspaper sales channels. The same applies 
to directory publishers, which have been more aggressive on the whole than 
newspapers in meeting the opportunity. Finally, the last installment will provide 
our conclusions from all three sections as well as recommendations for the 
newspaper industry and any company that plays a part in it.  
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